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Material & Color Finishes
Cast Iron Table Bases

Standard Black (RAL 9004) Finish
(AUTO-ADJUST KX22 pictured)
Our range of cast iron table bases have a
black, textured finish to complement the
base.
Custom coloring is available subject to
minimum quantities and RAL/Pantone
numbers being provided.

Stainless Steel Table Bases
Standard Finish
(AUTO-ADJUST BR22 pictured)

The DS and BR base range benefit from a
polished, stainless steel finish.
Our grade 304 stainless steel ensures that the
tables are suitable for both indoor and
outdoor use.
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Material & Color Finishes
Aluminum Table Bases

Standard Finish
(AUTO-ADJUST BX26 pictured)
Our range of aluminum table bases boast
smooth finishes.
The standard finish benefits from polished
aluminum and is complemented by a
protective, transparent lacquer.

Aluminum Table Bases

EP (Extra Protection - RAL 9006) Finish
(AUTO-ADJUST CX26 EP pictured)
Our EP finish is an ideal option for locations that
use tables indoors or out in coastal areas (where
conditions can corrode bases).
This smooth, gray, sophisticated finish provides
added protection from extreme weathering.
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Material & Color Finishes
Aluminum Table Bases

Black (RAL 9011) Finish
(AUTO-ADJUST SX26 Black pictured)
Our black powder coated aluminum bases are
clean looking and lightweight. An ideal option for
users that require an elegant base for indoor or
outdoor use.

AUTO-ADJUST BX26 - Aluminum
Table Base
Anthracite (RAL 7016) Finish

The AUTO-ADJUST BX26 table base is available
with a smooth Anthracite finish.
This softer color tone is discreet yet modern and
provides a subtle alternative for customers.

Custom colors and finishes are available on request and are
subject to minimum order quantities, RAL/Pantone codes
being provided.
Please contact us should you require further information.
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FLAT® began in 2004 in Sydney, Australia as an idea to stabilize wobbly tables using hydraulics.
Since then, the idea has become a reality with over 10+ years of research and development
and countless national and international awards celebrating our engineering excellence.
FLAT® is now able to bring stabilization to both new and existing tables with our self-stabilizing
FLAT® table bases and FLAT® Equalizers (for existing tables). Our table bases adjust automatically
to uneven surfaces and lock firmly into position no matter how many times the tables are
moved. Equalizers replace a table’s existing screw-in feet and adjust to uneven surfaces
following a gentle press on the table top. Both FLAT® table bases and Equalizers help to align
multiple adjoining tables seamlessly.
Various intellectual property rights relating to the FLAT® brand, products and technologies have
been filed worldwide (see www.FlatTech.com/Patents).
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